Mutations away from splice site recognition sequences might cis-modulate alternative splicing of goat alpha s1-casein transcripts. Structural organization of the relevant gene.
alpha s1-Casein variants F and D, synthesized in goat milk at lower levels than variant A, essentially differ from it by internal deletions of 37 and 11 amino acid residues, respectively. Northern blot analysis of mRNAs encoding alpha s1-casein F and A and sequencing of the relevant cloned cDNAs, as well as sequencing of in vitro amplified genomic fragments, revealed multiple alternatively processed transcripts, from the F allele. Although correctly spliced messengers were identified, most of the FmRNAs lacked three exons. These exons, further identified as exons 9, 10, and 11, together encode the 37 amino acid residues present in alpha s1-casein variant A but missing in variant F. Exon 9 codes for the sequence present in variant A but deleted in variant D. A single nucleotide deletion in exon 9 and two insertions, 11 and 3 base pairs in length, in the downstream intron, were identified as mutations potentially responsible for the alternative skipping of these 3 exons. From a computer-predicted secondary structure it appeared that the 11-base pair insertion might be involved in base-pairing interactions with the intron 5' splice site which might consequently be less accessible to U1 snRNA. We also report here the complete structural organization of the goat alpha s1-casein transcription unit, deduced from polymerase chain reaction experiments. It contains 19 exons scattered within a nucleotide stretch nearly 17-kilobase pairs long.